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1. Introduction

This paper studies the effect of aggregation and conservatism on accounting information
quality. Aggregation refers to the practice of summarizing raw data into key financial mea-
sures with a limited amount of disclosure. This process involves data compression and
leads inevitably to a loss of information. Conservatism, which Sterling (1970) rates as the
most influential accounting principle, is defined in the Statement of Financial Accounting
Concepts No. 2 as ‘‘a prudent reaction to uncertainty.… If two estimates of amounts to be
received or paid in the future are about equally likely, conservatism dictates using the less
optimistic estimate.’’

The combination of aggregation and conservatism introduces bias and may impair the
usefulness of accounting information to decision making. Relative to the true probability
distribution of the underlying economic states, a conservative accounting system generates
signals that increase the likelihood of classifying firms as being in an unfavorable state.1

Such bias, unless it can be quantified or adjusted for by the end user, runs the risk of pro-
ducing misleading information. It is noted by the Financial Accounting Standards Board
that conservatism ‘‘tends to conflict with significant qualitative characteristics, such as rep-
resentational faithfulness, neutrality, and comparability (including consistency)’’. Similar
views are expressed by Hendriksen and Van Breda 1992: ‘‘Conservatism is, at best, a very
poor method of treating the existence of uncertainty in valuation and income. At its worst,
it results in complete distortion of accounting data.’’

The above arguments focus on comparing the information quality under conservative
and neutral accounting regimes, taking as given the quality of the underlying information.
What’s missing is the recognition that the information quality might be endogenous. This
paper takes the analysis one step further. We analyze the case where the information origi-
nator, typically the firm, covertly controls the quality of information generated at a private
cost. After the information is generated, the accounting aggregation is executed. In this sit-
uation, the accounting system not only affects the quality of reported information ex post,
but also the quality of information generation ex ante.

We show that conservative aggregation in accounting often increases the quality of
accounting information. We model the accounting system as an information processing
scheme in the presence of uncertainty. It is assumed that the firm prefers a favorable
accounting report, whereas users of the accounting information are more concerned with
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its accuracy for decision making. Given this divergence in preferences, we show that a con-
servative accounting system positively affects the firm’s propensity to provide more accu-
rate information. This conclusion is derived from the following rationale: given that the
information originator prefers to be classified as having a favorable state of affairs, his
expected payoff decreases with a conservative accounting system. However, this decrease is
less severe when the underlying information signal is more accurate. Hence, an increased
level of conservatism enhances the firm’s motivation to provide accurate information.

Understanding aggregation and conservatism is without a doubt important to the
accounting profession. Our analysis brings forth one fundamental insight. By imposing
conservative aggregation, the accounting system effectively links the financial reporting
outcome to the unobservable precision of the underlying information. This mechanism
provides an incentive for the firm to increase information quality ex ante, which in turn
enhances the welfare of accounting information users. Through comparative statics analy-
sis, we further show that in certain circumstances, the level of conservatism even increases
with the opportunity loss of being overly prudent. This result strongly favors the adoption
of a conservatively biased system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly discusses the related lit-
erature and highlights the intended contribution of this paper. Section 3 describes the basic
model and analyzes the information user’s primary decision problem with an exogenously
fixed information quality. Section 4 discusses our major results with respect to conserva-
tism and aggregation when the information quality is endogenously derived. Section 5 con-
cludes the paper.

2. Related literature

Our study is closely related to two areas of accounting research: aggregation and conserva-
tism. In the literature on aggregation, it is often argued that data reduction is needed to
ease information processing costs for end users (Butterworth 1972). This line of research
often assumes that aggregation reduces overall information accuracy. Early research, for
example, examines the loss in user payoff arising from aggregation (Ronen 1971; Butter-
worth 1972; Ijiri 1975; Feltham 1975). More recently, Dye and Sridhar (2004) show how
aggregate accounting reports can reduce earnings management incentives. We support this
line of research by demonstrating how aggregation, which prevents investors from observ-
ing detailed data, can serve as a commitment device to achieve ex ante optimum and
increase information quality. Moreover, our analysis reveals that in order for aggregation
to increase reporting quality, accounting needs to be conservative. This highlights an
intrinsic link between the two important properties of accounting, namely, conservatism
and aggregation.

This paper also contributes to the literature on accounting conservatism. There exists
a variety of informal explanations on legal, tax, and debt-contracting causes for conser-
vatism (see Devine 1963; Watts 2003 and references therein).2 Theoretical research on
this subject has focused on explaining conservatism’s efficient contracting role in agency
models, which typically involve moral hazard and risk aversion (see, e.g., Bushman and
Indjejikian 1993; Kwon, Newman, and Suh 2001; Dutta and Zhang 2002).3 Christensen
and Demski (2004) argue that when the accounting signal can be unmistakably

2. Gigler, Kanodia, Sapra, and Venugopalan (2009) provide a formal model on the link between accounting

conservatism and debt contracts.

3. While most papers in this stream of research focus on the design of conservative accounting systems (i.e.,

generally accepted accounting priciples conservatism), Lin (2006) studies a two-period agency model where

a manager’s discretionary conservative choice in the form of higher first period’s depreciation can signal

his private information of project type.
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interpreted as ‘‘good’’ or ‘‘bad’’ news, managers have an incentive to selectively report
‘‘good’’ news because their compensation frequently depends on this outcome. To disci-
pline the manager’s reporting incentives, it is more important to acquire additional
information after receiving a favorable report. On average, such conditional recognition
creates a kind of conservative bias. Gigler and Hemmer (2001) argue that firms operat-
ing under less conservative financial reporting regimes are more likely to engage in
timely preemptive disclosure to facilitate risk sharing between firm manager and share-
holders than firms under more conservative regimes. Chen, Hemmer, and Zhang (2007)
study a similar agency setting in which the accounting information used for incentive
contracting is also used by potential investors to value the firm. They show that impos-
ing a conservative accounting noise dampens the firm owner’s incentive to optimistically
bias earnings, which in turn improves risk sharing between the firm owner and the
manager.

Similar to Chen et al. 2007 and Christensen and Demski 2004, in our paper the party
who reports the accounting information obtains private gains by presenting good news,
which conflicts with the social benefits of more informative accounting reports. While
Christensen and Demski (2004) study additional information production after the informa-
tion generation, we, like Chen et al. 2007 and Gigler and Hemmer 2001, study the interac-
tion between conservative accounting systems and endogenous information production in
the ex ante stage. Our conclusion is similar to that of Chen et al. 2007, in that accounting
conservatism can positively influence the firm owner’s reporting incentive. However, unlike
Chen et al. 2007 which focuses on opportunistic mean-increasing bias in the accounting
reports, we study noise-reducing effort choice. Furthermore, in Chen et al. 2007 the firm
owner benefits from information accuracy because it leads to more efficient incentive con-
tracts. In contrast, we study how conservatism affects the quality of information used by
firm outsiders in decision making. In our setting, the firm owner does not directly care
about the unobservable quality of the accounting information.

In the broader context, this paper is also related to the growing literature on collective
choice and endogenous information production. For example, in a committee decision set-
ting, Li (2001) shows that, by making it harder to take the committee’s consensus action,
each individual committee member has more incentive to increase his fact-finding efforts.
Both our paper and that of Li 2001 address the issue of how ex post inefficient decision
making can alleviate the ex ante incentive problem with information acquisition. However,
unlike Li 2001, which focuses on the free-riding problem among committee members, we
examine how a biased data generator can increase the quality of raw data. Li (2001)
assumes that every committee member cares and influences the classification accuracy. Our
model, in contrast, assumes that the information originator has sole control of information
quality and cares only about maximizing the probability of a favorable classification. As a
result, in Li’s model the optimal decision rule is either aggressive or conservative, whereas
in ours it is strictly biased downwards.

3. Model setup

Accounting information is provided by a firm to its end users, who are assumed to be suf-
ficiently numerous that mutual contracting (regarding disclosed accounting data) is prohib-
itively expensive. We assume that an independent third party, the auditor/accountant,
verifies the existence and truthfulness of the underlying data and exactly follows an
accounting process defined by a set of prespecified rules. However, the users and the audi-
tor cannot control the underlying process generating the raw data, and hence cannot con-
trol the precision of the raw data. This assumption allows us to neutralize factors
associated with earnings management, and to focus on the issue of conservatism and ex
ante information quality control.
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As a reasonable abstraction of the real world situation, we assume that the users and
the firm have divergent preferences over the accounting signal. A representative user’s
expected utility increases with signal accuracy, whereas the firm’s payoff increases with the
favorableness of the signal. Note that the latter assumption is easily justified when the util-
ity of the current owners of the firm depends on its market valuation, as is typically
assumed in prior literature.

We model accounting as a two-step process. In the first step, after nature draws the
state, a signal (i.e., raw data) is obtained regarding that state. The precision of the raw
data is controlled by the unobservable action of the firm’s manager. In the second step,
the accounting process transforms the raw data into a financial report. End users then
make appropriate economic decisions based on this published report.

To capture the aggregation aspect of accounting in a simple manner, we use the fol-
lowing model featuring binary classification based on a continuous signal.4 Specifically, we
assume that there are two possible states of nature: x ¼ 0 (the bad state) and x ¼ m (the
good state), with m > 0.5 Let b denote the a priori probability of x ¼ m, which is known
by both the firm and the users. The raw information y is a noisy but unbiased signal of
the state x: y¼x+� where � is normally distributed with zero mean and precision h.6

A key notion in our paper is that the information quality h can vary. For simplicity,
we assume that h can take two values, h and �h. h can be interpreted as a low level of infor-
mation accuracy achieved through ordinary mechanisms such as internal control. �h repre-
sents the higher level of accuracy arising from the firm’s noncontractible and costly effort.
More specifically, with probability r, the firm’s reporting system generates y with precision
�h. With probability 1)r, the signal y is of quality h. r is assumed to be at the firm’s discre-
tion, and is unobservable.

After observing the noisy signal y ¼ x+�, the accountant produces a report z based
on the data y. The accounting policy specifies how this reporting process should be done.
In other words,

z ¼ gðyÞ;

where g(Æ) denotes the accounting rule. Assume that a representative end user takes one of
two possible actions: a ¼ a1 or a ¼ a2. a1 is assumed to be the correct action to take when
the good state (x ¼ m) occurs, and a2 is assumed to be the correct action to take when the
bad state (x ¼ 0) occurs. Concretely, these actions could represent banks lending (or not
lending) to the firm, or analysts issuing a buy/sell recommendation. As we will see later,
this binary framework is designed to motivate information aggregation by reducing the
welfare loss brought on by transforming the raw information signal y into binary sum-
mary measure z. In Appendix 2, we demonstrate how this binary setup can be generalized.

User’s primary decision problem

The decision problem of the representative end user, given the noisy accounting signal,
can be formulated and solved as follows. Let U(a,x) denote the representative user’s utility
as a function of the state-action combination (a,x), with

4. The issues of accounting conservatism and information aggregation are closely related. Aggregation

ensures that users cannot fully infer the underlying information from the accounting reports. Without such

a feature, it is difficult to establish any economic significance for accounting when it is merely an invertible

data transformation.

5. See, for example, Kwon et al. 2001 and Gigler and Hemmer 2001 for analysis of conservatism using simi-

lar binary structures.

6. The normality assumption facilitates many mathematical derivations. However, major results hold qualita-

tively for any distribution function that’s symmetric and unimodal and covers ()¥,+¥).
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Uða; xÞ„

U1;when a ¼ a1 and x ¼ m
U1 � L1;when a ¼ a2 and x ¼ m

U2;when a ¼ a2 and x ¼ 0
U2 � L2;when a ¼ a1 and x ¼ 0

8>><
>>:

where L1 > 0 and L2 > 0 denote the losses resulting from incorrect actions. Occurrences
of L1 and L2 are referred to as Type I and Type II errors respectively. Notice that the
objective function of the representative user is fairly general. For much of the analysis, no
further specification of the user’s decision set or utility function is required. The users form
a decision rule a(z) based on the report z. It is straightforward to show that, as typical in
decision-making models under uncertainty, expected utility maximization is equivalent to
expected loss minimization from Type I and Type II errors.

To illustrate the benchmark decision rule of a representative end user, consider the
case where the precision of y (i.e., r) is exogenously fixed and the accounting rule is to sim-
ply report the underlying information y. That is,

z ¼ y ð1Þ:

We denote this benchmark accounting as Ra. If the state is actually m, then � ¼ y ) m. If
the state is 0, then � ¼ y. Let /(Æ) denote the density function of a standard normal
variable (i.e., with mean zero and variance one). Then, by applying Bayes’ rule,

Prðx ¼ 0jzÞ
Prðx ¼ mjzÞ ¼

r�h
1
2/ y�h

1
2

� �
þ ð1� rÞh1

2/ yh
1
2

� �h i
ð1� bÞ

r�h
1
2/ ðy�mÞ�h 1

2

� �
þ ð1� rÞh1

2/ ðy�mÞh1
2

� �h i
b

ð2Þ:

Thus, the user should take action a1 if

L2 r�h
1
2/ y�h

1
2

� �
þð1� rÞh1

2/ yh
1
2

� �h i
ð1�bÞ < L1 r�h

1
2/ ðy�mÞ�h 1

2

� �
þð1� rÞh1

2/ ðy�mÞh1
2

� �h i
b

ð3Þ:

Note that d log/ �h
1
2

� �
=d�¼��h, a decreasing function of �. This implies

d log /ððy�mÞh1
2Þ=/ðyh1

2Þ
� �

dy
¼ /0ððy�mÞh1

2Þ
/ððy�mÞh1

2Þ
� /0ðyh1

2Þ
/ðyh1

2Þ
> 0 ð4Þ

so /ððy�mÞh
1
2Þ

/ðyh
1
2Þ

is an increasing function of y. Let w* be the value of y such that (2) holds as

an equality. The value of w* can be shown to exist.7 For any y>w*,

Prðx ¼ 0jyÞ
Prðx ¼ mjyÞ <

Prðx ¼ 0jw�Þ
Prðx ¼ mjw�Þ ð5Þ:

Therefore L2Pr(x ¼ 0|y)<L1Pr(x ¼ m|y), and the user will take action a1 when z ¼y>w*.
This threshold value of y characterizes the end user’s optimal actions.

The previous analysis indicates that it is possible to reformulate the user’s problem
as choosing a threshold w* to minimize the expected loss. For any w, let p denote

7. Existence can be demonstrated as follows using features of the normal distribution. At low values of w,

/ððy�mÞh1
2Þ=/ðyh1

2Þ will approach infinity, hence
r�h

1
2/ y�h

1
2

� �
þð1�rÞh

1
2/ yh

1
2

� �
r�h

1
2/ðy�mÞ�h

1
2þð1�rÞh

1
2/ðy�mÞh

1
2

will go to zero. On the other hand,

at high values of w,
/ððy�mÞh

1
2Þ

/ðyh
1
2Þ

will approach 0 and hence
r�h

1
2/ðy�h

1
2Þþð1�rÞh

1
2/ðyh

1
2Þ

r�h
1
2/ððy�mÞ�h

1
2Þþð1�rÞh

1
2/ððy�mÞh

1
2Þ
will go to infinity.
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the probability of correctly classifying the state as bad when the state is indeed bad
(x ¼ 0), and let q denote the probability of correctly classifying the state as good when
the state is indeed good (x ¼ m). For a given w and r, the probabilities of correct
classification are:

pðw; rÞ ¼ Pr½y � wjx ¼ 0�

¼ rU w�h
1
2

� �
þ ð1� rÞU wh

1
2

� �
; and ð6Þ

qðw; rÞ ¼ Pr½y > wjx ¼ m�

¼ r 1� U ðw�mÞ�h 1
2

� �h i
þ ð1� rÞ 1� U ðw�mÞh1

2

� �h i
ð7Þ;

where U(Æ) is the cumulative distribution function of a standard normal variable. Notice
that w and r simultaneously determine p and q. Hence, from the end user’s perspective,
the optimal choice of w*(r) for a given r should minimize the expected loss, that is,

min
w
ð1� pðw; rÞÞð1� bÞL2 þ ð1� qðw; rÞÞbL1 ð8Þ:

For a given r, the optimal classification threshold w*(r) satisfies the following first-order
condition8:

ð1� bÞL2pw þ bL1qw ¼ 0 ð9Þ:

The following proposition summarizes the properties of the optimal w*(r) and also pro-
vides a useful benchmark for later derivations:

Proposition 1. For a given r, the optimal w*(r) is uniquely determined and satisfies:

r�h
1
2/ w� �h

1
2

� �
þ ð1� rÞh1

2/ w�h
1
2

� �
r�h

1
2/ ðw� �mÞ�h 1

2

� �
þ ð1� rÞh1

2/ ðw� �mÞh1
2

� � ¼ bL1

ð1� bÞL2
ð10Þ:

(i) w�ðrÞ is decreasing in bL1

ð1�bÞL2
: w�ðrÞ <> m

2 if bL1
>
< ð1� bÞL2.

(ii) When bL1 „ (1)b)L2, jw�ðrÞ � m
2 j decreases with r.

(iii) For any �h and r, w*(r) 2 (0,m) when h > 2
m2 max ln bL1

ð1�bÞL2
; ln ð1�bÞL2

bL1

n o
.

For proof, see Appendix 1.
The representative user’s problem in choosing the optimal classification threshold can

be understood as follows. The user is willing to risk taking action a1 if there is sufficient
chance of getting the high state x ¼ m. At y ¼ w*, the expected loss from getting the high
state x ¼ m just balances the expected loss from getting the low state x ¼ 0. At any lower
value of y < w*(r), the expected loss from getting a low state when taking action a1 out-
weighs the loss of getting the high state when action a2 is taken. At at any higher value
of y > w*(r), the expected loss from getting a high state when taking action a2 outweighs
the loss of getting the low state if action a1 is taken. The optimal threshold w*(r) gener-
ally doesn’t equal m/2. The deviation of the optimal threshold w*(r) from m

2 depends on
bL1

ð1�bÞL2
, and can be either positive or negative. In the special case where bL1 ¼ (1)b)L2,

we have w�ðrÞ ¼ m
2 , which is independent of h and �h. Further, given the commonly known

prior and the user’s loss function, higher information quality r of the signal makes the
optimal w*(r) closer to m

2 . In other words, better information quality reduces the effect of

8. Throughout the paper we use letter subscripts to denote derivatives.
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the prior or loss function on the ex post optimal threshold.
When h > 2

m2 max ln bL1

ð1�bÞL2
; ln ð1�bÞL2

bL1

n o
, for any r > 0, w*(r) 2 (0, m). To ensure that

the results are easily interpretable, throughout the paper we assume that h >
2
m2 max ln bL1

ð1�bÞL2
; ln ð1�bÞL2

bL1

n o
holds.

The end user’s threshold-determined action strategy gives rise to the following
accounting policy, which aggregates the raw data in the following way:

z ¼ gðyÞ ¼ m if y > w
0 if y � w

�
ð11Þ:

In other words, as an information aggregation mechanism, the accounting system takes
the form of a threshold classification scheme. It compares the noisy accounting signal y
with a threshold w : when y is greater than w, the system reports z ¼ m, and when
y £ w, the system reports z ¼ 0. In this accounting strategy, accountants aggregate the
underlying information y into summary data, z. Such aggregation makes the end user’s
task easier.

Let us define the expected loss of the user as a function of w for a given r as

Lðw; rÞ ¼ ð1� pðw; rÞÞð1� bÞL2 þ ð1� qðw; rÞÞbL1;

so that the following corollary arises:

Corollary 1. For any w 2 (0, m), the user’s expected loss L(w, r) due to wrongful classi-
fication decreases with r, that is, Lr < 0.

For proof see Appendix 1.
Corollary 1 shows that the user’s expected loss decreases with the firm’s effort (r) in

controlling the accounting information quality. As a result, it is in the end user’s interest
to motivate the firm to improve accounting information quality. Next we show how a
choice of accounting policy can be used to achieve this objective. We define conservative,
neutral, and aggressive accounting as follows.

DEFINITION. Accounting is conservative (neutral, aggressive) when w>( ¼ ,<)w*(r).

The accounting w > w*(r) is conservative because, given the precision level of the under-
lying signal, it is more likely to issue an unfavorable report (i.e., z ¼ 0).9

Endogenous information quality

We assume that the firm prefers to be identified with the favorable state m. In particular,
the firm gets payoff S2 when a ¼ a1, and payoff S1 when a ¼ a2, with S2 > S1 > 0. This
assumption is motivated by the observation that payoffs to a firm (or to its manager) are
usually positively correlated with the perceived prospects of the firm.10 In our setting, for
a given information quality, a higher w reduces the probability of the firm being classified
into the good state and reduces the firm’s expected payoff.

The firm cannot bias or withhold y, but it nevertheless has control over the quality of
y through its effort r that increases the possibility of the accounting signal having a higher

9. Note that conservative accounting is defined relative to w*(r), not m/2. The deviation of w*(r) from m/2

captures other causes of conservatism analyzed in prior studies, such as the asymmetric loss function of

the information users.

10. Notice that conservatism, as defined in our model, increases the precision of good news but decreases the

precision of bad news. In a more general model, it is possible that S1 and S2 change with the information

content of the accounting report. However, the major conclusion of our paper holds as long as S1 is less

than S2.
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precision �h. Effort is costly, and the strictly convex and increasing cost is labelled kc(r)
with cr(r) > 0, cr(0) ¼ c(0) ¼ 0, crr > 0 "r > 0. k is a positive constant. The firm’s effort
and costs are not observable, and are at the firm’s discretion. Thus, given h and �h, r essen-
tially indexes the accounting information quality.11

The timing is as follows. The accounting rule is first set with a fixed threshold w. The
firm then chooses effort r, nature subsequently draws state x, and the noisy signal y ¼
x + � is observed by the accountant. A report z is generated based on y, the information
user chooses his action based on z, and payoffs for both parties are realized.

4. Information aggregation and accounting conservatism

For a given w, the firm chooses an optimal accounting information accuracy r* to solve

max
r2½0;1�
½ð1� bÞð1� pðw; rÞÞ þ bqðw; rÞ�S2 þ ½ð1� bÞpðw; rÞ þ bð1� qðw; rÞÞ�S1 � kcðrÞ ð12Þ:

The sum of the first two terms, [(1)b)(1)p(w, r))+bq(w, r)]S2+[(1)b)p(w, r)+b(1)q(w,
r))]S1, represents the expected private benefits to the firm: the probability of being classi-
fied in a particular state multiplied by the corresponding payoff. The last term is the cost
of the internal control effort to the firm. As qrr ¼ prr ¼ 0 and kcrr > 0, this expression is
globally concave in r. Denote S2)S1 by DS, and let Br denote the marginal benefits to the
firm from increasing r,

Br ¼
1

2
ðqr � prÞDS

¼ DS b U ðw�mÞh1
2

� �
� U ðw�mÞ�h 1

2

� �h i
� ð1� bÞ U w�h

1
2

� �
� U wh

1
2

� �h in o
ð13Þ:

The first order condition for (12) is:

Br � kcr ¼ 0 ð14Þ;

which is sufficient, as well as necessary, and admits a unique solution.12 Again, we see the
dissonance of preferences: in choosing the optimal r*, the firm equates its marginal payoff,
Br ¼ (bqr ) (1 ) b)pr)DS, with its marginal cost of effort, kcr. Given that a firm always
prefers the favorable classification, it may disregard the benefits of higher-quality account-
ing information to the user.

Taking the derivative of Br with respect to w, we have

Brw ¼ DS

�
bh

1
2/ ðw�mÞh1

2

� �
þ ð1� bÞh1

2/ wh
1
2

� �h i

� b�h
1
2/ ðw�mÞ�h 1

2

� �
þ ð1� bÞ�h 1

2/ w�h
1
2

� �h i�
ð15Þ:

Therefore Brw „ 0 when

h
1
2 b/ ðw�mÞh1

2

� �
þ ð1� bÞ/ wh

1
2

� �h i
6¼ �h

1
2 b/ ðw�mÞ�h 1

2

� �
þ ð1� bÞ/ w�h

1
2

� �h i
ð16Þ:

Thus, except for very special circumstances, the firm’s choice of information precision (r)
would be affected by the threshold w.

11. Because r and c(r) are nonverifiable, binding contracts conditioned on the accuracy of the signal cannot

be written.

12. In the remainder of the paper, we focus on the case where (12) has an interior solution and (14) holds.

Corner solution is an easy extension but does not offer any interesting insight.
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Desirability of information aggregation

Note that the information user’s first order condition is:

@L

@w
¼ @½ð1� bÞð1� pÞL2 þ bð1� qÞL1�

@w

¼ �ð1� bÞL2pw � bL1qw þ
@r

@w

@½ð1� bÞð1� pÞL2 þ bð1� qÞL1�
@r

ð17Þ:

Consider the case of a disaggregated accounting policy, denoted Rd, in which the underly-
ing signal y is directly disclosed. Because we assume that the number of end users is large
enough so that contracting with them individually on the use of accounting information is
prohibitively expensive, each user will, based on his conjecture of the unobservable r
(which must be correct in equilibrium), use the ex post optimal decision rule w*(r). There-
fore, )(1)b)L2pw)bL1qw ¼ 0. However, this w* is not optimal ex ante. From Corollary 1,
@½ð1�bÞð1�pÞL2þbð1�qÞL1�

@r > 0 for any w 2 (0,m). Condition (16) further implies ¶r/¶w „ 0.
Therefore the ex ante optimal level w** „ w*(r).

In contrast, consider an accounting regime with aggregation (Ra) where the underlying
data y is summarized into a bivariate signal z. Because only z is reported, users can no
longer use the ex post optimal decision rule w* (given that y is not observable). Therefore,
the accounting rule Ra can achieve the ex ante optimum by setting

z ¼ 0 when y � w��

m when y > w��

�
ð18Þ:

More formally, we have the following proposition.

Proposition 2. Assume (16) holds such that Brw „ 0. Let {wd,rd} denote the equilib-
rium choice of w and r under the disaggregated accounting regime (Rd), and let
{wa, ra} denote the optimal choice of w and the induced r under the aggregated
accounting regime (Ra). The end users’ expected loss is less under the
aggregated accounting scheme, Ra, than it is under the disaggregated accounting
scheme, Rd:

Lðwa; raÞ < Lðwd; rdÞ:

In addition, under Ra, the accounting is biased in the sense that the optimal choice of
the threshold wa is different from that of the ex post optimal threshold for the user’s
primary decision problem, w*(ra), given the firm’s induced choice of ra.

For proof, see Appendix 1.
In essence, the aggregation feature of the accounting policy Ra serves as a commitment

device. With endogenous information quality r, accounting aggregation increases the accu-
racy of the raw data. This result highlights a key benefit of accounting aggregation, which
in addition to reducing information processing costs, improves the overall quality of the
information.

We would like to note that, in our model, a bivariate decision setting for the rep-
resentative user is used to simplify the exposition. In a more general setup, aggregation
in the form of (18) will likely incur additional cost due to information loss (e.g.,
Ronen 1971; Butterworth 1972; Ijiri 1975; Feltham 1975). The benefit of aggregation
due to the increase in the quality of raw data needs to be weighed against those added
costs.
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Accounting conservatism and information quality

An interesting aspect of the above aggregated accounting scheme is its bias. In this section
we further explore the issue.

Proposition 3. For any fixed h, as long as �h is large enough, there always exists an inter-
val Wðh; �hÞ such that Brw > 0 for all w 2 W. Furthermore, such an interval expands
as �h increases, that is, �h 1 > �h 2 implies that Wð�h 2;h) � Wð�h 1;h), and approaches
(0, m) as �h approaches infinity.

For proof, see Appendix 1.
Brw > 0 implies that a higher classification threshold w leads to a higher marginal

benefit of increasing r for the firm. Given that cr is unrelated to w, from the usual com-
parative statics argument, the following corollary shows that the choice of r increases
with w.

Corollary 2. When Brw > 0, the user’s optimal r* increases with w, that is, dr�

dw > 0.

Proof. This again follows the standard monotone comparative statics argument. Notice
that total differentiation of (14), the firm’s first order condition in choosing r*, yields

@r�

@w
¼ ½bqrw � ð1� bÞprw�DS

kcrr
¼ BrwDS

kcrr
> 0 ð19Þ:

Thus, when Brw > 0, a higher w leads to a higher choice of r.

When the user chooses the optimal classification threshold, he takes into account the
effect of w on the firm’s information quality effort. The following proposition shows that
w** is greater than the optimal ex post w*(r).

Proposition 4. When Brw > 0 so that the firm’s choice of information quality r increases
in w, the optimal choice of the threshold level w** is higher than the optimal thresh-
old level for the user’s primary decision problem, w*(r), given the firm’s induced
choice of r. In other words, the accounting system embodied by the threshold level
w** is conservative.

For proof, see Appendix 1.
This proposition shows that, given the firm’s preference of being classified in the

favorable state, a more conservative classification threshold increases the information qual-
ity control effort by the firm. To understand this intuition, consider the benchmark case in
which the end users of the financial information have a symmetric loss function (i.e.,
L1 ¼ L2), and the two states occur with equal likelihood (i.e., b ¼ 1/2). From Proposition
1, it’s easy to see that the optimal classification threshold should be w� ¼ m

2 ; regardless of
h. With such accounting, z ¼ 0 and z ¼ m occur with equal likelihood, correctly reflecting
the underlying probability of the true states. However, with such an unbiased accounting
method, the firm has no incentive to exert any effort to control information. The marginal
benefit of increasing r is thus

Br ¼ ½bqr � ð1� bÞpr�DS

¼ 1

2
U ðw�mÞh1

2

� �
þ U wh

1
2

� �h i
DS� 1

2
U ðw�mÞ�h 1

2

� �
þ U w�h

1
2

� �h i
DS:

Note that
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U ðw�mÞh1
2

� �
þ U wh

1
2

� �
¼ U ðw�m

2
�m

2
Þh1

2

� �
þ U ðw�m

2
þm

2
Þh1

2

� �
¼ U ½m

2
þ ðw�m

2
Þ�h1

2

� �
þ 1� U �ðw�m

2
�m

2
Þh1

2

� �h i
¼ 1þ U ½m

2
þ ðw�m

2
Þ�h1

2

� �
� U ½m

2
� ðw�m

2
Þ�h1

2

� �
¼ 1þ

Z m
2þðw�m

2Þ

m
2�ðw�m

2Þ
/ xh

1
2

� �
dx ð20Þ:

where the second equality is by the symmetry of the normal distribution function. This
implies

Br ¼
Z m

2þðw�m
2Þ

m
2�ðw�m

2Þ
/ xh

1
2

� �
dx�

Z m
2þðw�m

2Þ

m
2�ðw�m

2Þ
/ x�h

1
2

� �
dx ð21Þ:

Therefore, when w ¼ m
2 , U ðw�mÞh1

2

� �
þ U wh

1
2

� �
¼ 1 and Br ¼ 0. The firm’s incentive to

increase signal precision is low because, from its perspective, the increase in the probability
of obtaining the favorable classification is exactly offset by the increase in probability of
obtaining the unfavorable classification. So even though the user unambiguously benefits
from more precise information, the firm has little incentive to incorporate such benefits in
choosing the control effort r.

The situation changes if we apply a conservative accounting policy. By setting w equal
to w* plus a small positive deviation e > 0, such that w > w*, the marginal benefit of
increasing r is positive (i.e., Br>0). Note that, under this accounting regime, report {z ¼
0} would be issued when signal w ¼ m

2 is received which indicates an equal likelihood of
the true state being 0 or m. That is, the accounting reports the less favorable of the two
equally likely outcomes. With such a conservative accounting system, the overall probabil-
ity of issuing an unfavorable report is high. The firm, however, will have an incentive to
increase signal precision since Br > 0. As a result, the optimal accounting policy (w**) is
conservative.

It is worth pointing out the generalizability of the above argument from binary states
to multiple states. As long as it is the case that, between any two states of affairs, the firm
always prefers to be identified with the more favorable state, a more conservative classifi-
cation rule will likely improve the firm’s propensity to generate more accurate information.
In Appendix 2, we provide a scenario with three states of nature and three decision alter-
natives to illustrate this rationale.

Comparative statics analysis

Although conservatism, as a deviation from the optimal accounting scheme given per-
ceived information quality, can increase the incentive to improve information quality, it is
costly because classification is too pessimistic given the ex post information quality. A
trade-off needs to be made between the ex ante incentive for improving information qual-
ity and the ex post accuracy given the information quality. The optimal threshold level
w** must therefore be chosen to strike a balance between these two forces. Next we exam-
ine how the optimal threshold level w** changes with respect to the changes in the losses
associated with Type I and Type II errors in our model.

Proposition 5. When Brw > 0, ceteris paribus, the user’s decision-making threshold w**
increases with L2 and increases (decreases) with L1 if

DS
k is large(small).
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For proof, see Appendix 1.
When the firm has no control over information quality, the optimal decision-making

threshold w* increases in L2 and decreases in L1. This is a natural consequence of the fact
that information users seek to balance the opportunity losses associated with Type I and
Type II decision-making errors. This result doesn’t necessarily hold when the firm can con-
trol the information quality. Holding everything else constant, an increase in L1 has two
offsetting effects: On the one hand, a larger L1 increases the loss associated with a Type I
error (i.e., being overly cautious and misclassifiying the firm as being in the bad state when
the state is actually good), and hence tends to decrease the decision-making threshold. On
the other hand, because @L

@r increases in the magnitudes of L1 and L2, as L1 increases, the
information user cares more about information quality and will want to commit to a
higher decision-making threshold to induce more information quality control effort. Which
effect dominates depends on the magnitude of dr

dw, that is, the sensitivity of the firm’s infor-
mation quality control effort to the choice of the decision-making threshold. Notice that
the firm doesn’t directly care about the information user’s payoff: the first-order condition
of the firm’s information quality control effort reveals that dr

dw is amplified by DS
k , but is

independent of L1 or L2. Hence, when DS
k is large enough, the information quality control

effect dominates the direct effect of decision-making efficiency, and the optimal decision-
making threshold will increase with L1. Notice that an increase in L2 unambiguously
increases the decision-making threshold because both of the above two effects — improv-
ing decision-making efficiency and inducing more information quality control effort —
tend to increase L1.

5. Conclusion

This study has shown that when a firm can control the quality of its reported financial
information through noncontractible action, an accounting policy that aggregates raw
information in a biased fashion can increase the quality of accounting information. Our
analysis takes into account the endogenous nature of the information generation process.
The accounting system, which functions as a classification system in the presence of uncer-
tainty, serves not only as an information aggregation scheme ex post but also incites firms
to improve their information quality ex ante. Comparative statics reveal that in equilib-
rium, the level of conservatism might even increase with the opportunity loss associated
with being overly prudent (e.g., misclassifying a good firm as being in an unfavorable state
of affairs).

In this paper, we restricted the purpose of public reporting policy to mandating
the disclosure of high-quality information. Our conclusions may not hold if the objec-
tives of standard setting include other considerations such as enhancing corporate con-
trol or facilitating litigation. Our study also relies on the assumption that the average
preference of investors can be captured by the behavior of a representative investor.
We do not study the more general setting where different types of investors intend dif-
ferent uses of the same accounting information. Prior studies (e.g., Demski 1974) have
shown that since alternative accounting standards often lead to different wealth distri-
butions among individuals, a strict criterion of Pareto improvement does not yield
much insight when comparing alternative accounting standards. Consistent with this
view, we make no claim that our model offers a comprehensive explanation of account-
ing conservatism. Our purpose has been to highlight the potentially positive effect of
conservative aggregation on the information quality control effort put forth by firm
insiders, an effect which to the best of our knowledge has been overlooked in the liter-
ature. Our result should be of interest to accounting academics, practitioners, and stan-
dard-setters who are concerned with factors affecting the accuracy of accounting
information.
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Appendix 1

Preliminaries on normal density

Denote the density function of a standard normal variable (i.e., with mean 0 and variance 1)
by /(Æ) and the associated cumulative distribution function by U(Æ). Then for a normal vari-
able w � Nðm; 1hÞ, denote its density function by fðwÞ ¼ h

1
2/ ðw�mÞh1

2

� �
and its cumulative

distribution function by FðwÞ ¼ U ðw�mÞh1
2

� �
. The derivative of f with respect to h is:

fhðwÞ ¼
1

2h
� 1

2
ðw�mÞ2

� 	
fðwÞ ¼ 1

2h
� 1

2
ðw�mÞ2

� 	
h

1
2/ ðw�mÞh1

2

� �
and

FhðwÞ ¼
1

2
ðw�mÞh�1

2/ ðw�mÞh1
2

� �
:

Proof of Proposition 1

Proof. Let L(w,r) denote (1)p(w,r))(1)b)L2+(1)q(w,r))bL1, the expression to be minimized
in (8).

(i) This obviously holds because /ððy�mÞh
1
2Þ

/ðyh
1
2Þ

increases with y and equals 1 at y ¼ m
2 .

(ii) Notice that /ðw�h
1
2Þ

/ððw��mÞh
1
2Þ
¼ expð�mhðw� � m

2ÞÞ increases in h if w� < m
2 and decreases

in h if w� > m
2 .

Further, from (i), w� <>
m
2 when bL1

>
< ð1� bÞL2. Rearrange (11) and we get

r�h
1
2 / w� �h

1
2

� �
ð1� bÞL2 � / ðw� �mÞ�h 1

2

� �
bL1

h i
¼ ð1� rÞh1

2 / ðw� �mÞh1
2

� �
bL1 � / w�h

1
2

� �
ð1� bÞL2

h i
:

For the above equality to hold, it must be true that

sign
/ w� �h

1
2

� �
/ ðw� �mÞ�h 1

2

� �� bL1

ð1� bÞL2

2
4

3
5 ¼ sign

bL1

ð1� bÞL2
�

/ w�h
1
2

� �
/ ðw� �mÞh1

2

� �
2
4

3
5;

so the following must also be true:

• When bL1 > (1)b)L2,
/ðw�h

1
2Þ

/ððw��mÞh
1
2Þ
< bL1

ð1�bÞL2
< /ðw� �h

1
2Þ

/ððw��mÞ�h
1
2Þ

;

• When bL1<(1)b)L2,
/ðw�h

1
2Þ

/ððw��mÞh
1
2Þ
> bL1

ð1�bÞL2
> /ðw� �h

1
2Þ

/ððw��mÞ�h
1
2Þ
.

So

Lrw¼ h
1
2/ wh

1
2

� �
ð1�bÞL2�h

1
2/ððw�mÞh1

2ÞbL1

h i
� �h

1
2/ w�h

1
2

� �
ð1�bÞL2� �h

1
2/ ðw�mÞ�h 1

2

� �
bL1

h i
)Lrw

<0 whenw�<m
2

>0 whenw�>m
2

�
:

By the standard monotone comparative statics argument, given that Lw decreases with
r when w�<m

2 and increases with r when w�>m
2 , the unique optimal w* increases with r

when w�<m
2 and decreases with r when w�>m

2 , that is, @w�

@r
<
>0 when w� ><

m
2 , or to put it

equivalently, when bL1 „ (1 ) b)L2, jw� �m
2 j decreases with r.

(iii) When r ¼ 0, from (11), w� ¼ m
2 þ 1

mh ln
bL1

ð1�bÞL2
. From (ii), we know jw� � m

2 j
decreases in r. Hence, 0 < m

2 þ 1
mh ln

bL1

ð1�bÞL2
< m constitutes a sufficient condition for
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w* 2 (0, m) for any r ‡ 0. Straightforward mathematics reveals that this condition entails

h > 2
m2 max ln bL1

ð1� bÞL2
; ln ð1�bÞL2

bL1

n o
.

Proof of Corollary 1

Proof. Let Lr denote the derivative of the expected loss L with respect to r, then

�Lr ¼ ð1� bÞL2pr þ bL1qr

¼ ð1� bÞL2 U w�h
1
2

� �
� U wh

1
2

� �h i
þ bL1 U ðw�mÞh1

2

� �
� U ðw�mÞ�h 1

2

� �h i
> 0 for any w 2 ð0;mÞ;

since for any w 2 (0, m), Uðw�h
1
2Þ > Uðwh1

2Þ and Uððw � mÞh1
2Þ > Uððw � mÞ�h 1

2Þ:
Hence, the expected loss L decreases with r for any w 2 (0, m).

Proof of Proposition 2

Proof. With accounting policy Rd: z ¼ y, signal y is fully revealed. Hence the representa-
tive end user will take the following action:

a ¼ a1 if y � w�

a2 if y < w�

�

where w*(r) ” argmin [(1 ) b)(1 ) p)L2 + b(1 ) q)L1]. In equilibrium, the firm chooses r*
such that DS [bqr ) (1 ) b)pr] ¼ kcr. Consider the situation where the user chooses w to
efficiently motivate management to control information quality. Totally differentiating DS
[bqr ) (1 ) b)pr] ) kcr ¼ 0 with respect to r and w yields

dr�

dw
¼ �ðbqrw � ð1� bÞprwÞDS

�kcrr
¼ �BrwDS
�kcrr

> 0:

As a result

@L

@w
¼ �ð1� bÞL2pw � bL1qw þ

dr

dw

@½ð1� bÞð1� pÞL2 þ bð1� qÞL1�
@r

:

By Corollary 1,

@½ð1� bÞð1� pÞL2 þ bð1� qÞL1�
@r

¼ Lr 6¼ 0:

In addition, (16) implies

dr

dw
¼ ½bqrw � ð1� bÞprw�DS

kcrr
¼ BrwDS

kcrr
6¼ 0:

Thus, at the point w ¼ w�ðrÞ; @L@w 6¼ 0. Therefore, in order to satisfy the first-order con-
dition @L

@w ¼ 0, we must have w** „ w*(r). That is, ex ante commitment to biased
accounting reduces the overall expected loss. The accounting rule Ra, with only signal z
disclosed, can achieve this ex ante optimum by setting the accounting rule to

z ¼ 0 when y < w��

m when y > w��

�
:

Hence,

Lðwa; raÞ < Lðwd; rdÞ:
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Proof of Proposition 3

Proof. The derivative of the private marginal benefit Br ¼ (bqr ) (1 ) b)pr)DS with respect
to w is

Brw ¼ ½bqrw � ð1� bÞprw�DS

¼ b h
1
2/ ðw�mÞh1

2

� �
� �h

1
2/ ðw�mÞ�h 1

2

� �h i
� 1� bð Þ �h

1
2/ w�h

1
2

� �
� h

1
2/ wh

1
2

� �h in o
DS:

Now for any given h and w 2 (0, m), we have

lim
�h!1

Brw ¼ bh
1
2/ ðw�mÞh1

2

� �
þ ð1� bÞh1

2/ wh
1
2

� �n o
DS > 0:

Hence, by continuity, there exist �h and an interval W � (0, m) such that, for all w 2 W,
Brw > 0.

Now we show that this interval W expands as �h increases. From (A1), we can rewrite
Brw as

Brw ¼ ½bqrw�ð1�bÞprw�DS

¼
�Z �h

h

�b
1

2h
� 1

2
ðw�mÞ2

� 	
h

1
2/ ðw�mÞh1

2

� �
�ð1�bÞ 1

2h
� 1

2
w2

� 	
h

1
2/ðwh1

2Þ

 �

dh

�
DS:

For a given w, let b(h;w) denote the integrand in the above expression, that is,

bðh;wÞ ¼ �b
1

2h
� 1

2
ðw�mÞ2

� 	
h

1
2/ ðw�mÞh1

2

� �
� ð1� bÞ 1

2h
� 1

2
w2

� 	
h

1
2/ðwh1

2Þ:

Now the key to the proof is to show that dBrw

d�h
¼ bð�h;wÞ > 0

We prove this by contradiction. Assume the contrary, that is, dBrw

d�h
¼ bð�h;wÞ � 0 when

Brw > 0. First, because Brw > 0, by the mean value theorem, there exists an eh 2 ðh; �hÞ such
that bðeh;wÞ > 0. Because b(h;w) is infinitely differentiable in h, given that bðeh;wÞ > 0 and

eh < �h, there must exist an
eeh 2 ½eh; �h� such that bðeeh;wÞ ¼ 0 and dbðeeh;wÞ

deeh � 0.

The derivative of b(h;w) with respect to h is

dbðh;wÞ
dh

¼ h�2

2
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1
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2

� �
þð1�bÞh1
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þ1

2
ð1�bÞw2h�

1
2/ wh

1
2

� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

a1ðh;wÞ

þ 1

2h
�bðw�mÞ2ð1�hðw�mÞ2Þh1

2/ ðw�mÞh1
2

� �
�ð1�bÞw2ð1�hw2Þh1

2/ wh
1
2

� �h i
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

a2ðh;wÞ

:

Denote the first term of the above expression by a1(h;w) and the second term by a2(h;w).
It’s obvious that a1(h;w) > 0 " h and w.

For a2(h;w), notice that at the point where b(h;w) ¼ 0, that is,
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bðh;wÞ ¼ �b
1

2h
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ðw�mÞ2
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2/ ðw�mÞh1

2

� �
� ð1� bÞh1

2
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2
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�bð1� hðw�mÞ2Þh1

2/ ðw�mÞh1
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� �
� ð1� bÞð1� hw2Þh1

2/ðwh1
2Þ

h i
¼ 0 ð22Þ;

so we must have:
• If w > m

2 ; ðw � mÞ2 < w2, for b(h;w) ¼ 0 to be satisfied, it must be true that
)b(1 ) h(w ) m)2) < 0 < ) (1 ) b)(1 ) hw2);

• If w < m
2 ; ðw � mÞ2 > w2, for b(h;w) ¼ 0 to be satisfied, it must be true that

)b(1 ) h(w ) m)2) > 0 > ) (1 ) b)(1 ) hw2).
Thus, at b(h; w) ¼ 0, a2(h;w) must be positive because relative to (A2) it always puts

less weight on the negative part and more weight on the positive part.
Therefore,

dbðh;wÞ
dh must be positive at b(h;w) ¼ 0. This contradicts the existence ofeeh 2 e½h; �h� where bðeeh;wÞ ¼ 0 and dbðeeh; wÞ

deeh � 0.

Hence, when Brw ‡ 0, it must be true that

dBrw

d�h
¼ bð�h;wÞDS

¼ �b
1

2�h
� 1

2
ðw�mÞ2

� 	
�h
1
2/ ðw�mÞ�h 1

2

� �
� ð1� bÞ 1

2�h
� 1

2
w2

� 	
�h
1
2/ðw�h

1
2Þ

� �
DS > 0:

Therefore, an increasing �h expands the interval W � (0,m) over which Brw ‡ 0.

Proof of Proposition 4

Proof. Note that

@L

@w
¼ �ð1� bÞL2pw � bL1qw þ

dr

dw

@½ð1� bÞð1� pÞL2 þ bð1� qÞL1�
@r

:

By Corollary 1,

@½ð1� bÞð1� pÞL2 þ bð1� qÞL1�
@r

¼ Lr < 0;

and by Corollary 2,

dr

dw
¼ ½bqrw � ð1� bÞprw�DS

kcrr
¼ BrwDS

kcrr
> 0:

Thus, at the point w ¼ w*(r*) ” argmin[(1 ) b)(1 ) p)L2 + b(1 ) q)L1],

sign
@L

@w

� 	
¼ sign

dr

dw

@½ð1� bÞð1� pÞL2 þ bð1� qÞL1�
@r

� 	
< 0:

Therefore, L is decreasing in w at the ex post optimal w*. In order to satisfy the first order
condition @L

@w ¼ 0, we must have )(1 ) b)L2pw ) bL1qw > 0 which means that
w** > w*(r*), that is, ex ante commitment to conservatism is optimal.

Proof of Proposition 5

Proof. Notice that the firm’s information quality control effort choice is determined by
(14) which is independent of L1 and L2. The derivative of the first-order condition of the
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user’s threshold choice with respect to L2 evaluated at the original w**, the original effort
level r*, and the new L2 is:

@L

@w��@L2
¼ �pwbþ dr�

dw��
ð�bprÞ < 0;

because pr > 0, pw > 0, and @r�

@w�� > 0. Therefore, the loss function decreases with L2 at
the original w**, implying that the new threshold is higher than the original w**.

The derivative of the first-order condition of the user’s threshold choice with respect
to L1 evaluated at the original w**, the original effort level r*, and the new L1 is

@L

@w��@L1
¼ �qwbþ dr�

dw��
ð�bqrÞ:

Because � �h
1
2ffiffiffiffi
2p
p < qw < 0 and 0 < qr < 1, the above expression can be either positive

or negative depending on the magnitude of @r�

@w�� . Notice that @r�

@w�� ¼
BrwDS
kcrr

increases in DS
k .

When DS
k ¼ 0; @L

@w��@L1
¼ �qwb > 0, implying that the loss function increases with L1 at

the original w** so that the new threshold is lower than the original w**. When DS
k is large

enough, the above expression is negative. Hence, by continuity, we find that the optimal
decision w** increases (decreases) with L1 when

DS
k is large (small).

Appendix 2

Consider a decision-making scenario with three states of nature and three action alterna-
tives. We assume that both the information user and the information originator have the
same prior belief that all three states are equally likely. The information user’s payoffs
(opportunity losses) for each state-action combination are shown in the table below:

Payoff Table

Actions

States of Nature

State 1: x ¼ 0
(prob ¼ 0.33)

State 2: x ¼ m
(prob ¼ 0.33)

State 3: x ¼ 2m
(prob ¼ 0.33)

a1 U U)L U)2L
a2 U)L U U)L
a3 U)2L U)L U

Notice that action ai is the correct action to take when the actual state is i. Given state
i, the opportunity loss, the difference between the actual payoff (for a chosen action) and
the best potential payoff increases the further away the chosen action is from the optimal
action. For example, the actions a2 and a3 can be thought of as capturing the degree of
action beyond a simple yes/no decision (e.g., the ‘‘buy’’ and the ‘‘strong buy’’ recommen-
dations issued by a securities analyst).

The information originator generates a signal y ¼ x + �, where � � N(0, h)1). An ex
post optimal decision then involves two threshold levels {w1,w2} with w1 < w2 for the real-
ized signal y: the information user would take action a1 when y < w1, action a2 when
w1 < y < w2, and action a3 when y > w2.

Given w1 and w2, let pij, with i, j 2 {1, 2, 3} denote the probabilities of action aj
being taken when the underlying state is i. Then at w1, it has to be true that the informa-
tion user is indifferent between taking action a1 and a2:X3
i¼1

pi1 	 ji� 1j 	 L ¼
X3
i¼1

pi2 	 ji� 2j 	 L:
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Given the monotone likelihood property of the normal distribution, it is straightfor-
ward to verify that at such w1, the information user strictly prefers a1 over a3.

Similarly, at w2, the information user is indifferent to taking action a2 or a3 (and
strictly prefers a2 over a1):

X3
i¼1

pi2 	 ji� 2j 	 L ¼
X3
i¼1

pi3 	 ji� 3j 	 L:

It can be easily verified that regardless of the signal precision, the ex post optimal deci-
sion rules are w1 ¼ m

2 and w2 ¼ 3m
2 . Notice that at these two thresholds p11 ¼ p33,p21 ¼

p23, and p31 ¼ p13, and the two equations above are satisfied.
The information originator is risk-neutral and has linear utility over the actions of the

information user. He obtains Si ¼ a + bÆi when action ai is taken. Let S denote his
expected utility given the common prior and the decision thresholds. Then

S ¼ 1

3

X3
j¼1

X3
i¼1

pij 	 Sj

¼ 1

3
½ð1þ p31Þ 	 ðaþ bÞ þ ð1� p13 � p31Þ 	 ðaþ 2bÞ þ ð1þ p13Þ 	 ðaþ 3bÞ�

¼ aþ 2 	 bþ b
3
	 ðp13 � p31Þ;

because at the ex post optimal w1 and w2, p13 ¼ p31. The information originator’s expected
utility S remains constant at a + 2b regardless of information precision, and he has no
incentive to improve the information quality.

Relative to the ex post optimal thresholds {w1,w2}, an accounting system fw01;w
0

2g is
conservative if w0i � wi for i 2 {1,2}. The intuition that a little conservatism can tilt the
information originator’s preference toward more accurate information is analogous to that
of a scenario with only two states of nature. An increase in w1 increases p31 and an
increase in w2 reduces p13, both resulting in lower expected utility S. However, the decrease
in S would be less extreme if the signal were more accurate. For example, presume that h
can take two values: with probability r, h ¼ h, where 0 < h < +¥, and with probability
(1 ) r), h ¼ �h ¼ þ1. Then the information originator would have a strictly positive
incentive to increase r, because when the information is more precise his expected utility is
less affected by the thresholds {w1,w2}.

It is also interesting to note that with three states of nature, aggregation could play a
more significant role in inducing information quality control effort than a simple commit-
ment mechanism. If we aggregate state 2 and state 3 by setting w

0
1 ¼ m

2 and w
0
2 ¼ þ1,

then p13 ” 0 regardless of h. Since p31 decreases in h, the information originator would
again have a positive incentive to improve information quality. Such aggregation will
likely incur additional costs due to information loss (e.g., Ronen 1971; Butterworth 1972;
Ijiri 1975; Feltham 1975). The benefit of aggregation due to the increase in the accounting
information quality will need to be weighed against those added costs.
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